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Most of us use words without giving thoug~~ 
to the time and reason for their entry into our 
language. If we take a small flashlight to the 
insides of our heads, we shall probably discover 
a vague assumption that the words we use have 
generally been around since the l~neuage itself 
and have generally meant about the same thing to 
successive generations . And behind it probably 
lurks a second, somewhat surly little assumption 
that the subject is not worth much attention anyw2~. 

But people do not use a word until they 
need it to express something in their heads. Oon
versely, when people do not use a word, the concep~ 
it expresses is not in their heads. The two 
principles often throw a soft white light not only 
on history, social and intellectual, but on the 
sometimes evanescent, sometimes searching , nature 
of human thought. Like the concept of ideology, 
to which we shall return. 

Or like the word "statistics" which entere:" 
the English language around 1790, brought with it 
for better or worse a new technique for analyzing 
and describing an enormous range of phenomena, and 
in a hundred years had given society a whole new 
e;loomy way of looking at itself -- with birth rat es 
death rates, norms, medians, averages, population 

density, gross national product, even down to 
standardized sizing for ready-made clothes, none ~ 
which existed as knowable, measurable concepts 
before the nineteenth century . 

In the two hundred years between 1770 and 
1970, a torrent of new concepts gushed into WesterL 
societies, sometimes as new meanings for old word s 
sometimes as new words. "Culture" to Henry Fielding 
did not mean what it meant to George Eliot; nor t o 
George Eliot what it now means to Margaret Mead. 
"Industry " to Isaac Newton meant something entirely 
different from what it means to Walter Heller and 
Fortune. The list is long, and most entries in it 
are comments on social or intellectual history; 
Capi tal~s~, SOC:i.laleti~~iat°=r~~t~~~nt~d~ti t~:~~lL~I' bourgeolsle, pro , 
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and blue-collar workers, senior citizens, suburbanites, 
industry, culture, class, busin~ss, pro~ress~ 
reformer, liberal, intellect~al~sm, rat ~onal~sm, 
utilitarianism, ideology -- It could drone on for 
several pages. 

When a torrent of new words an~ i~eas . 
like these floods a society like ours, It.lS plaln 
that a broad, strong intellectual and soclal.st:eam 
haS risen somewhere in human affairs -- and It lS 
reasonable to look for the historical events that 
may have been its source. To over-simplify, t~e 
monumental historical event of the start of thls 
period was the take-over by.the middle-classes (the 
bourgeoisie in socio-economlc language) of the 
management of society. The middle class take- ?ver 
was climaxed by the American, the French, and In 
England the Industrial, revolution -- no matter 
what contrary impressions you may have received 
from Dickens, Carlyle, Green, Beard, Marx, Weber, 
Spenglor, Toynbee, and the rest. In the German 
and Italian states similar movements took place, 
without clearly m~rked climaxes, but with virtually 
identical results. In a nutshell, all those new 
words, those new concepts, those new phenomena -
that broad river of social, economic, political, 
intellectual, and even artistic creativity -- all 
are associated with, and their intellectual power 
roughly parallels, the bourgeois take-Qver of the 
right to run society. 

We are going to examine the concept of 
ideology in more detail. But it is against this 
background that our examination proceeds. 

II 

"Ideology" was never used in any Western 
lan~uage, s~ far as I have been able to discover, 
untll late In the eighteenth century . It was coined 
by one of the less prominent French philosophers 
of the Enlightenment, de Tracy. As philosophers 
oft~n do, he was trying to find a new, a purely 
~at~onal ~oute to truth, which would remove from 
7deas thelr over-lay of prejudice, dogma, self
lnterest, or acc epted authority and examine them 
by the application of reason and analysis -- a 
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thoroughly predictable enterprise at a time when 
rationality was just coming into its own. It was 
the age, remember, that ~hortly embrac~d people 
like Hegel, with his notlon tha~ the.h1story of. _ 
the West was the history of ratlonallty. Everybo d~ 
was having fun with reason, which led of ~ourse t 
questions about the nature of truth, reallty, ob
jectivity, and perceptiun. 

As originally used "ideology" meant ~ li--:::":=. 
more than the study of ideas. It meant tha t ideas 
were to be made as "pure" and objective as possible 
and then evaluated rationally. Just below t he 
surfac e is the principle that the ultimate truth 
of an idea lies in it s content. A novel notion i n 
its era when t he principal sources of truth were 
2aith, authority, or general acceptance (which rema~ 
by the way, major sources of truth for us). In the~ 
day, these philosophers of rationalism found 
themselves in a position roughly similar to that 
of Socrates; they were doubters, subverters, 
corrupters of youth. After Napoleon came to power , 
he had some nasty things to say about "ideologues" , 
which was the next sUbstantial use of approximatel 
the same word. 

It was Karl Marx who gave the word some 
new twists and a principal part of its present 
meaning. Nobody seems to know -- certainly not I 
whether Marx confused ideologues with philosophica: 
idealists, a different breed of black cat, or whe-~
he only claimed a sharper perception of implicati ~ 
In any event, he interpreted ideology thi s way: 
the process of purifying and objectifying an idea 
and then judging its truth as an abstraction -- t~~~ 

said Marx, was tantamount to a claim that an idea 
po ssessed a truth independent of the people who 
formulated or believed it, which in turn was a 
claim that this truth possessed universal validit7 
(Se e Marx's The German Ideology). Having re define~ 
ideology as a system for finding a kind of absolu- s 
truth claiming universal validity, Marx reject ed 
the whole business as class thinking. He there up ~ 
clas s-thought himself into one of the most influen~~:
ideologies of our time . 

Oddly, however, it is largely Marx's 
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redefinition which g i ves our current u se of "ideo
logy " its meaning . Wh ich is: a.n ideology is a 
belief system, or a value system, claiming universal 
s ocial va lidity . We us e the word in s everal ways, 
a lmost always by expand ing or contracting the 
universe for which 7alidity is claimed. We use it 
in the large, app J~ng i t to the whole of society, 
as in "sociali s " or "conservative" ideology. We 
use it medium- s'zed , as i n "industrial" or "Republican" 
i deology - u sua_ly s loppy u sages, which do, however, 
limit the area of claimed validity to described 
groups. And we s e it in t h e small, as in "hippie 
ideology ". As I use the word in this paper , it has 
only the large , comprehensive meaning: it means 
what is called a t otal ideology, an all-inclusive 
sys tem of bel iefs , claiming universal validity for 
the whole of a soc iety. Possessors of this kind 
of ideology adopt and defend it with passion and 
emo tional commitment ; it is really a kind of religion, 
secular probably , but with the standard equipment 
of holy books, creeds, saints, prophets, demons, 
and priests. 

There are several basic characteristics 
of a total ideology. First, it promises an ideal 
society, a mill enium in which evil, injustice, hard
ship , and sadness do not exist. Second, it solves 
all contemporary problems by the application of its 
own holy writ, whe ther or not the problem yields 
to it, whether or not the solution is sensible, 
whether or not t he machinery is humane , And third, 
though it possesse s rational, intellectual content, 
it is an interpre t ation of reality so rigid and 
i nclusive that i ts adherents are blind to any other 
perceptions ; in es sence its possessors become incap
able of independent observation. 

Those of us who are disillus ioned with 
all total ideolog ies can word these characteristics 
more bluntly: they over-promise; they over-simplify; 
and they over-reg iment. 

Though we are examining ideologies in 
general , I have picked socialism for somewhat closer 
inspection, as it has be en without doubt one of the 
most influential intellectual currents flowing 
through the last hundred years. (The Communist 
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Manifesto was published in 1848; the firs~ volume __ 
of Das Kapital in 1867, the second an~ thlrd volu= 
posthumously, in 1885 and 1894: Engllsh trans
lations first appeared in 1887 and 1901-1909). 

III 

Here again I shall over-simplify, a pa~~ 
like this could not otherwise be written. 

Several social isms existed before Marx 
of course, and several more have come after him 
but all post-Marx socialisms bear the imprint 0= 
his thinking. Overwhelmingly the most importan
difference between early socialisms and Marxist 
varieties relates to dynamics. Earlier sociali ---
were utopia variants; tha t is, they described aL 
ideal society out of somebody's dreams, where 
goodness and happiness reigned in an harmonious 
community of full economic, political, and soc ·~ 
equality. They were, in short, static; the mi -=---
was already present when its description was beE 
The genus is still with us. More's, Bellamy' s 
even Orwell's books are fair examples. 

Marx was unique in see ing the need f or. 
and in specifying, the machinery by whi ch soc ie-
would move from its deplorable present to it s 
future socialist perfection. But even in Marx~ 
the socialist state was achieved, society becac= 
again static; there was nowhere further to go 
social progress drew up a dead end - in my Ovff
judgment a serious defect in Marxism, though cz_
learned people than I do not seem to worry ab ~
it, perhaps because Marx's dynamics have not 
out anyway. 

The Marxist dynamics turned out to be ~ -
a good thing and abad for socialism and Marxis=. 
The dynamics were persuasive and plausible for ~ 
great many people; for the first time all t ho se -
worry hard about social inequality had a progra= 
for action. At last there was a route from toc~~ 
reality to the future's millenium. 

However, Marx was both 30 p e~dub11~a ~ 
SO complex, both so rigid and so forml a e a 
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scholar, that his dynamics became the maj or con
stituent of the do gma. In Marx the so c ialis t 
creed became "Socialism can and must come only 
this way, and thi s i s the route therefore that 
society must take". 

When dogma con s ists largely of dynamics, 
then if the dynami cs co llapse , the dogma collapses 
too. And it is perhap s unnecessary t o s ay more 
than this about what happened to Marx i sm . Never
theless a few further obs ervations are enlightening. 
The collapse of Marxi sm is not so apparent as it 
might be for several reasons : first, t here is a 
l eft -over hash of slogans and emotional rhetoric 
apparently considered usabl e by the socially dis
contented who cannot di sc ver reality (often 
intellectuals, by the way ) . Linguistic survivals 
from a moribund ideology are common, though con
fusing; the problem is not the phenomenon but 
recognizing it. 

A second r eason why the collapse of Marxism 
has reen obscured i s he subsequent appearance of' 
neo-marxism and t he -ew Left. These things actually 
reinforce the proposi ion that classical socialism 
or Marxism, has co_- apsed, though again rhetoric 
and vocabulary are confusing. These people are not 
really socialists a t all, but they seek the legiti
macy of claimed der ivation from Marx. In pursuit 
of respectabili t y hey engage in interesting exercises, 
both intellectua~ and anti-intel]ectual, and in 
publishing books and articles from time to time 
as if they were co posing a new testament - as 
perhaps they are. 

Then for further confusion there are Russia, 
and China; Marx-derived, of course, and forms of 
socialism, but not class ical socialism. They are 
generally forms of totalitarianism, cribbing some 
language from Marxist socialism, twisted and dis
torted - some think inverted - to fit circumstances 
t he existence of which would have been denied by 
Marx. To put it in its simplest terms, Marx postu
lated a fully industrialized, degenerating capitalist 
system, an evolutionary end point at which the 
proletariat would be so oppressed that violent 
revolution would be the only available way out. 
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Economic evolution did not go according 
to Marx in the industrialized countries. And whe~ 
Russia became a candidate for revolution, it had 
hardly begun to industrialize, its proletariat -~
consequently miniscule, what there was of the 
letariat was not oppre ssed , by Russian standar- E 
and exhibited virtually no revolutionary fervor . 
The first, Kerensky, revolution was in fact t he 
bourgeois victory which had taken place in We s~~ 
countries more than a century before. It was - :.-
that Lenin made some handy revisions of Marx, ~ 
with his granite-hard core of fanatics moved t o 
Russia. The Kerensky government behaved like 
rational bourgeois they were - or in more cant 
terms, like the administration and faculty of 
Columbia facing the SDS - lost their position aE 
well as their heads, and opened the door to coc=~~a 
dictatorship. 

The world learned several lessons. The 
first was that the Marxian pre-requisite of a f - -
industrialized society was not only not a pre
requisite but could u sually be ignored . Commun~ 
has become in several countries, in fact, the 
engine of industrialization. 

A second lesson was one which radical s 
do not like to form - ulate or admit: tha t a s--
minority of dedicated, disciplined, determined , 
ruthless fanatics can seize and consolidate can _ 
over an apparently much more powerful and legi : - 
establishment against opposition which is numer~_~ 
far more powerful . Radicals do not like this _ e~~ 
as it so clearly states tha t they come to power 
opposed by a numerically overwhelming majority. 

A third, but well established lesson waE 
relearned from Russia: that bourgeois intellec--~ 
are no good at this kind of thing. They are a : 
right for sloganeering, for lending intellec'tuaJ.. 
respectability to a cause before it prevails, aL~ 
best of all for stimulating and articulating soc~~ 
discontent. How~er, once the power take-over ha~ 
occurred, bourgeoi int e~l ectuals ~re an obstruc ~ 
chiefly because so ial dlscontent l~ wha~ they arc 
good at , regardless of the society ln WhlCh they 
function. ' 
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A fourth lesson learned from Russ ia - and 
from other socialist- communist efforts - deals with 
the layersof thought encrusted on the concept of 
social discipline . Every organized society, by the 
very nature of organization, imposes a degree of 
discipline on its members ; thi s is as plain as the 
fact that apples grow on, and falloff oi , apple 
trees. The really interesting questions about social 
discipline are: how much, what kind, and who 
imposes it. Marx found - and I doubt that many of 
us would now argue with this - that the social 
discipline imposed by the industrial revolution 
was intolerably rugged, rigid, inhumane, and 
exploitative. He offered socialism as a remedy. 
But when socialism was tried, the social discipline 
it imposed was intolerably, rugged , rigid, inhumane, 
and explitative. This fo~h lesson was best 
expressed by a sardonic Polish writer, whose name 
I do not know, who defined the difference between 
capitalism and socialism like this: "capitalism 
is a system in which man exploits man; socialism 
is vice versa." 

At the same time, the social&olution of 
most Western nations has led in this century to 
imposing a comparatively mild social discipline -
by all measurable standards the mildest in a thousand 
years or more. To a large degree, social discipline 
is what democracy is all about, and in the long run, 
the p~esses of democracy have proved to be almost 
the sharpest bone in the throat of socialism. 

It is on this point that the Fabians made 
their only serious contribution to social thought. 
They were, expectably, Q bunch of bourgeois intel
lectuals who got together at the end of the 
nineteenth century. This time they were English 
bourgeois intellectuals, and behaved in the vein 
of their national genius. The core of their thinkin~ 
was that as socialism was a good thing for industrial 
~orkers, the obvious course of ac tion was to explain 
It to the workers and their political l eaders and 
then let it be voted into the social system a~ 
fast as it could be absorbed. 

We could have a go od deal of fun with the 
Fab ians if we had enough time. There is, for example, 
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their peculiar attitude toward direct contact wi-' 
the workers themselves. Worker chapters were i 
fact organized by enthused converts, but the par:-
society did not know what to do with them. Occ~~ 
ally, on request from a worker chapter, the Lon
headquarters sent a speaker, whose principal oc ~ - -
was to ge t back to London as quickly as posSib:~ 
holding his nose, demanding sympathy, and howl jr
about expenses, Which is to say it was Engli s~ 
through and through. 

The Fabians made some headway. They ma~= 
themselves essentially a behind-scenes force, 
educating and doing slanted research for members _ 
Parliament (which they still do), publishing a ~~
speaking a bit, and getting their point of vi ew 
people of political importance.. They were inst_ -
mental in founding the London School of Econom' ~ 
again a very British performance. The British 
government , it too behaving like the Columbia 
sociology department, passed some of the Fabian 
legislative proposals wi thout waiting for electi 
returns. There was a cool flirtation with the 
remnants of the Liberal party which ended cooler 
Then with considerable muscle from the indomitat~= 
Beatrice (Potter) Webb, the Fabians embraced l ac __ 
and finally made over the Labour Party in her ir-~ 
Which is the way the Labour Party still looks. 

We have abailable, accordingly, three 
current socialisms to judge: Russian varieties 
(including Ouba) , China's, and Britain's. No s; -
judgment fits all three, except perhaps the nega-_ 
one that none has been successful to date. 

Russia is the most mature of the three 
and its failure is plainest, if success is to be 
judged by the degree to which actuality meets 
promise or aspiration. In a word, Russia is no
a society of universal equality, justice, free do= 
and a?undance; it seems to be approximately the 
0pposlte. 

Too little is known of China to warrant 
a solid judgment, but it does seem safe to conclud= 
even from a state of ignorance - that Oommunism has 
not brought Ohina its promised millenium, nor made 
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a big leap toward it . 

As for Br itain, any current j~dgmen~ i~ 
probably prematur p. . Gradual, .democrat~c soc~al~sm 
i s comparatively slow , and Br~taln has not gon:
very far down t he road . There are, however, Slgns 
of failure. Britain ' s internal probl ems .cent~r on 
what we have call ed social discipl ine - ~n thlS 
instance, labor discipline . 

It now seems reasonably pla in that British 
l abor i s a power bloc de ter mined to explo it British 
s ociety a t large to its full capacity, doing on a 
grander s cale what the transport workers s eem 
regularly to do to New York . Thi s i s a ~ailure. 
both of s ocialism and of democr acy . It 1S a fa1lure 
of socialism, because socialism is the system which 
i s suppo s ed to end exploitation ; and f rom the view
point of society as a whole, there i s no sense in 
changing from one system, explo itative or not, to 
another which clearly is. I t is a failure of 
democracy, because democracy cannot long survive 
when its political proces ses become a competition 
r or power among host il e s elf-interest blocs; the 
s trongest bloc will win and some form of totalitari
anism will follow. 

This, then, has been the life cycle of our 
prototyp e ideology , soc iali sm. I think tha t we 
have. seen its f~ilure in our tim e - with the dimly 
posslble exceptlon of Britain, wh ich is moving slowly 
and unsuccessfully. Mar xism, to quote TIME is in 
tatt ers. Russian socialisms have turned out to be 
form~ of totalit~rianism, opprobrious by now even 
~o ~lscontented lntellectuals. And Chinese communism 
7s lncomprehensible; it is also socially and 
l ntellectually erratic to say the least. 

IV 

. . Socialism is only one of several total 
l deol?gl es. The lai s se z-faire liberalism of Bentham 
~~d r111 was another; the conservative-bourgeois 
~e~~l~~y of. Taft

f
, C~olidge, and Hoover another; the 

era ~sm 0 Wll s on, Roosevelt, and Kenned 
a~o~her. It seems to me that all of them have y 
s lmllar weaknesse s , all of them in varying degrees 
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have lost their visceral appeal, none has a credit~
claim to universal validity. ~xcept f~r a few 
extremists, none is espoused wlth pass10n an~ 
wholehearted emotional commitment. In sum, 1t _ 
seems to me - and I am by no me~n~ alone ~ that 
our country we are seeing the dlslntegratlon of 
all total ideologies . 

The symptoms are sca~tered on our ~o or=
steps . The sociology we get 1S not.the soc1ol ~ 
of a whole society, coherent, evolvlng, or ~ven _ 
f ailing ; it is almost enti~ely a spotty eoclol ~ 
of minorities. Our histor1ans have no theory o ~ 
history; indeed some, like ~artin Duberman, do~ ~_ 
that hi s tory is a sound subJect for separate sv~ 
at all. Our judicial system is rigid and antiq~
and our Supreme Court manufacturefl social polic:
out of simple narcissism. The economic system -
actually possess is as different from any econ -
system known to the textbooks asan ape is from ~ 
kangaroo; a few economists have perceived thi s -
among them Schumpcter and Galbraith - but they 
do not know what to make of it. The politics We 
get is a coalition patchwork of opportunistic 
fragments . And our socially discontented minor~ -
make demands which are contradictory, selfish, 
impossible, and often silly. 

The r easons for the failure of ideolog: 
aremany. I have already stated some, but there ~
two that seem to be of overridine importance: 

First, ideologies do not solve proble s. 
They are marketed by politicians and intellect ~ = 
as ~rob~em-solvers, as universal panaceas for ~ 
soclal llls. But all they really do is impose 
dogma on both p~oblem.and solution , creating ne· · 
problems, new d1sapPo1ntments, and new disconte~~~ 

. Second, ideologies treat man and his s _~;-.~ __ 
ln the mass, whereas men are infinitely varied 
their problems infinitely complex, and their s;c~~ 
arrangements never an artistic, logical or even 
coherent whole. 

it f treating men and -I;;he~_ r EJOC i~ 
The hab o. b bly the more ~mportan-

problems in the mass 1S pro a 
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of the two. It i s mass - man think ing wh ich has 
i mposed on our soc iety so many of t e rigid in
stitutions which we now f ind unsatisfactory - from 
sclerotic univers ities, through autocrat ic unions 
and self-centered c rp rations, t o ha u ltimate 
horro r the governmen al bureaucracy . I is thinking 
of man in the mas s, 00 wh ich has f rced on most 
of our social and p '-:cal though~ a simplistic 
i nsis tence that all pr - ems and all e p le can be 
r anged along a one-dlmens: na line fr ~ right to 
l eft, on which we have sca--ered banners reading 
" con s ervative", "modera-e n ":::"':" bera_ 1l and the rest, 
under which we arc exp ec-e s - ack 0 r brains 
and our votes. With t he -~ss :::..- - :on 0= ideologies 
perhaps we can discover ~~ ~~e bes so_ut ions to 
our problems are likely - a~' ng out in some 
second or third dimension ~~ ~ ':"de · og ical banner 
at all. 

Which bringsus. '= : 
and third s trong intel_e~~2-
us from the nineteenth ce~_ 
psychoanalysis, and D~ ~~~ 
biology. This is n o ~s ::a e 
of either, but a few ~ ::::=..2:!.-S 
to complete my autops~ . 

~s:::"J to the second 
~ rents pouring over 
. Freudianism, or 
or evolutionary 

~or a real discussion 
on them are necess ary 

It may be -~- ~e discoveries of Freud 
and his followers 'e== ~e s 'ngle most important 
factor in the di sin-eg=a-~ n of ideologies. Cer
tainly the opposit .:.. ~ = _sychoanalytical thinking 
to ideological t hi .... --r .... :=. ~5 as evident as the 
difference betwe en ~~: ~~rocosm and the macrocosm. 
At the heart of al: ~-~ ' s thought was the individual 
human being. Hi s =- ~ individual people as 
disparate, indepen-e~~ e~- it ies was so intense that 
he seldom though = 5_~~e~y at all; and when he 
did , he usually -~ ~~r- ~ society as the instrument 
which shap~s ~n~':" .. .:..~ ... ~ · :-y . Where the psychoanalyst 
sees on~y lndlvl ~2- ~e , the ideologist sees only 
a swarmlng mas s 0 s . Where Freud would have 
fo cussed,his ~icroscope on each hard-working, helpful, 
cooperatlve Ilttl e ant , Marx would see only regimented 
black specks. The ideologist makes short shrift 
of ~n~ividuality, of individual dignity, of individual 
d~clslon. ~he psychoanalyst lives to give the 
wldest feaslble scope to individuality. Largely 
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for this reason though there are other important 
reasons as well: most people, inclu~ing Marx and 
Freud themselves, have thought Mar~lsm and . 
Freudianism inimical, or at least lrreconcllable . 
(See, Bell, The End of Idology, p. 310) 

The New Left, insofar as I can figure i~ 
out at all is in major part an effort to bring 
Marx and F~eud together into one appeti~in~ meat 
loaf the binder being some of Hegel's lnslghts 
into 'alienation. As sexual repression was one of 
Freud's favorites, the New Left predictably has 
fun with sex . And as society is at the root of 
all repression, with economic arrangements playing 
a principal part, there is an unformulat ed (I th~ 
unformulated) implication that millenial freedom 
and justice can be produced only by eliminating 
organized society itself, beginning with the 
economic system, of which universities are eviden~ 
considered a part. 

The New Left emphasis on individualism 
and individual freedom takes the form in current 
society of preposterous manners, dress, language, 
sexual conduct, and demands, coupled with a bizarr= 
aggression against all institutions through which 
our society functions. However, New Leftism doe s 
possess a degree of intellectual content (for exac=~ 
like Marcuse's Eros and Civilization.) -

As for evolutionary biology, it tells u s 
cheerily that as biological animals we are probab: 
at the evolutinnary end point of one somewhat 
peculiar species, like the dinosaur, the baboon , 
and the koala. It grants that our brains consti-~-
a distinguishing characteristic of great potent:~ 
but warns that the potential can beas harmful as ~
can be good - a caveat we are now busily proving 
as fast as we can. Ethologists like Lorenz and ~~~ 
followers, and anthropologists both physical and 
social are highly persuasive on the proposition 
that we behave the way we do because those are t he 
behavior patterns constructed into our psycho- . _ 

. 1 k w ma'-~ 8 big ohow n~ ~~+. , o~=-physlca rna e-up. e s:an ·~~t·we dU ~ it H U·t; l:)e<':Cl.u.. se 

intellectua11ty, al~ r ~ght'natures require US to 
we mean it but because our r less like the mo ck 
make that kind of show - more 0 
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flamingo's courting ritual. 
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We can take all this with several pounds 
of salt, of course, and again it is mas s-man think
ing, but it doe s make two points which are realis
tically relevant to our discussion of ideology. 
First, ideologies purport to provide full value 
systems but practically nobody lives them; the 
liberal integrationist lives in a lily-white 
suburb, the rock-ribbed conservative collects social 
security, the noble union leader pads his expense 
account, the high-minded radical lives on inherited 
wealth, and the socialist playwrite fi ghts like a 
tiger for higher royalties. In short, the profession 
of an ideology can be and often is more ritualistic 
than sincere. The second relevant point the animal 
school of human behavior makes is that human beings 
inevitably but reasonably behave like human beings, 

rod that an ideology which demands non human behavior 
won't work. Perhaps the most disillusioning recent 
experience for deep-dyed socialists was of this 
order. Dogma had decreed that the outbreak of the 
First World War was the capitalist armageddon, and 
that the worxers of the world would unite in revolt, 
throw off their shackles, and bring the international 
communist machine to universal power. What the 
workers of the world actually did was suspend 
international monkey business, and in France, Germany, 
Italy, even Russia fought to defend the mother-land 
just like every other human being everywhere. 

I conclude that the total ideologies con
tained the seeds of their own destruction, and that 
they would have fallen to rubble in the twentieth 
century in any event. I also conclude that Freud 
and Darwin helped. 

So, as I see it, the last two hundred years 
have brought ideologies full circle in our society. 
Fro~ their ea~ly first glimmers around 1770; through 
thelr maturatlon as intellectual concepts with Marx' 
through their attainment of some social grandeur with 
~enth~, Mill, the Fabians, Comte, the Republicans 
ln thelr palmy days, the Democrats in theirs. To 
their decline and diSintegration in general disen
chantment with their mechanistic inhumanity. Their 
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final dissolution will probably take another , 
generation; after that a rubbish heap of rhetorlo 
will be left. 

And even after that, it remains to be s ee~ 
whether ideologies will stay in the rubbi~h bin. ~ _ 
For t here is a responsible current of soclal thoug
perhaps closer to the animal school than ~hey . _ 
realize which believ es that people ne ed ld e ologl e ~ 
in very'much the way they need religions: to give 
at least the appearance of ordered struct~re to a 
universe which would otherwise look chaotlc or 
i rrational. If you believe that man invented 
r eligion as a device to reduce his tension o~ con
templ ating ohaos, you will probably also belleve 
that man invented ideology for about the same reas ~ 
to bring order to hi s social perceptions. And 
with these beliefs you must also be convinced that 
man finds chaos, or irratIonality, intolerable. 

But then I have a question. Though order
ing chaos is always fun, who really finds irration
ality so intolerable that he must invent an ideol o~ 
to explain it away? You or I? The manin the streE
The production worker? The bureauorat? Of oourse 
one can hardly expect the creator of a device for 
self-deception to announc e that he is successfully 
deceiving himself. But we can make a few inferencE~ 
from what we know. Total ideologies as we know t hee 
did not exist before the late eighteenth century. 
Their creation, their later breadth, and their p OKe.::
to attract fanatic zeal coincided. with the ~se· ane 
dominance of the bourgoisie. Concurrently there 
appear ed on the so c ial scene a phenomenon new t o 
man, bourgeois intell ectuals - profess ional intel_
ectuals, making their living from, speaking to and 
for the mi ddl e class, and constituting themselves 
the intell ectual leaders, the intellectual elite 
of the mi ddl e cla ss. ' 

Surely a,few i:r:-fe:ences, right or wrong , 
~re warrant ed •. Flrs~, lt lS probably the bourgeo is 
lntellectual, wlth hlS zealous rationalism, who fines 
irrational ity so intol e r abl e that he inven~s a 
t:::1"l e;,c..4<:::'l.r P. "U . 1..;:J , -: :L r.J ,-." c • .l O ,C" >;;'y t o 8 -:v.-n ~ .!:-l. j I I ; +. ,:·\:vv.:;-t.Y" _ .'.=: eo <...~ '_'r-' c'"l .. 

th d e' c l-{n c 0 ::1:' i.. den~ c..::.l e i (.") :::.:J ~; . i_i:;.l. ' ~...L · · ..:.,. / . .. , ..... ' .. , ~-~...L...- .. .. 
in~ellectual leader ship on the pa..t.· t co£: 'r-h. '_' b"l., .. = .s:"" ·=' . , - ~ 
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intellectual or the decline of his following, or 
both. And third, t hi s failure of the intellectual, 
or this decline in his following, i s a large part 
of what is currently called "anti-intel lectualism" 
by people who do not like it - though in political 
terms it is probably anti-elitism. 

Elitism and anti-elitism have usually 
meant the end of democracy , whether t hrough the 
f orcible retention of power by the elite or through 
a demagogic react i on against it (as in Athens or 
Germany). So the question which logically ends 
this paper translates to this: does t he end of 
i deology, with its deflation of the intellectual 
elite, spell t he end of democracy? Toynbee, if I 
have understood him, thinks itprobably does; to this 
Sepngler, from another world, is probably saying 
Amen. As for me, I am not sure. As for you, 
f igure it out, but don'ttry to find the answer in 
the a.nswer book of your favorite ideology. 

And if you don't believe me, read a few of 
t hese: 

1 . 

2 . 

3. 

4 . 

5 . 

6 . 

7. 

8 . 

9 . 

Bell, Daniel, The End of Ideology (the last third 
especially) 

Boorstin, Daniel J., The Decline of Radicalism 
Can historian with some good ideas; Part 
Two especially) 

Burnham, Walter Dean, The End of American Party 
Politics, Trans-Action, Dec. 1969. (This 
is a magazine you ought to try) 

Cole, Margaret~ The Story of Fabian Socialism 
COh, well) 

Freud, Sigmund, almost anything if you haven't 
read it, but Civilization and its Discon
tents i s a bit unusual 

Galbraith, J .K., The New Industrial State Ca smug 
and lively mind , but don't worry about it) 

Gettleman and Mer mels tein (editors), The Great 
Society Reader, The Failure of American 
Liberali sm (but don't just plow through; 
read it s top-and-go) 

Levi-Strauss, Claude, Structural Anthropology 
hard going, but if you like anthropology, 
a must) 

Lorenz, Konrad, On Aggression (the animal-behavior 
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lO. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

school at its best) 
Lowi, Thea. J., The End of Liberalism (but d :~ 

he really mean it?) 
Marx, Karl, Skim the first volume of Capita:. 

try The German Ideology. 
Po tter, David M. , People of Plenty (a good 

historian scrambling some stereotypes ) 
Rostow, W. W., The Stages of Economic Growtr 

(an intelligent book, though he did s : 
with Johnson) 

Schumpeter, Joseph, Capitalism, Socialism, ~~ 
and Democracy (dated, but a classic sur= 

Weber, Max, . The.Protestant Ethic and the S) ' 
of Capltallsm (surely another classic 

Williams, Raymond, Culture and Society 1780-
1950 (a different and lively slant) 

Edward W. Merke: 




